A randomized algorithm for computing the invariant zeros of the electric energy system as a dynamical system with many inputs and many outputs (MIMO system), specified in the descriptor form, is proposed. Definitions of invariant zeros are carried out by randomizing the original MIMO system and it reduces to a generalized eigenvalue problem for a numerical matrix. The application of the algorithm is illustrated by the example of calculating the invariant zeros of the linear model of the United Power System.
Introduction
The main object of practical calculations is the linearization of nonlinear descriptor mathematical model. Thus, equations [8] are considered for nonlinear dynamic system.
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( , ) y h x z , r uR -output quantity vector. Formula for vector functions f , g and h is defined by system element mathematical models, measurement and correcting units. Standard approach to llinearization (1), (2) connects with the procedure of Taylor expansion of vector functions f and g in small neighbourhood of steady- ( , ) ( , ) 
Hereafter for the purpose simplification of equations writing, index «0» of partial derivative is omitted.
When Jacobi matrix is invertible, equations (7), (8) can be reorganized into state space form Tihonov [1, 8] .
If additional measures aren't taken, all calculations using the model (10), including controllability and observability analysis, will lead to serious errors. However, generally the method given comes across number of significant difficulties. Nonstrictly speaking, improvement of condition of matrix g z will be attended with deterioration in condition of matrices in (10). The alternative is the usage for calculations of original linearized descriptor model (7), (8) . xz n n n . Then descriptor system (7)- (8) can be written over in more standard form 
The search of Invariant zeros for large dynamic systems ( 1 n ) comes across number of significant calculation difficulties. Calculation errors and calculation problems of zeros of generalized pencil matrices [11] play a crucial role in here. Therefore new approaches to development of computing algorithms are needed.
Randomized squaring
Rule of thumb calculation of invariant zeros of descriptor system (12) connected with so called dynamic system squaring up.
Suppose mr (number of outputs of a system is more that number of inputs). Let us introduce into consideration the descriptor system
where rm C R T -full row rank matrix. The assertion, driven by verbal proof, is valid similar to [9] . Theorem 1. Set of invariant zeros of descriptor system (12) is always a subset of a set of invariant zeros of squared descriptor system (16), but not vice versa.
Suppose hereafter rm (number of inputs of a system is more that number of outputs (18) -operators composition, which action result is a randomized orthogonalization full rank matrix.
Let us also specify -set of invariant zeros of the system (12), * -set of invariant zeros of squared descriptor system. To be specific hereafter it's as if mr and и squared descriptor system is of the form of (16). Research of generalized portrait shows that there are three groups of tight accumulations in D area, which could be characterized as invariant zeros candidates. Accumulation centres match up complex frequencies, on which the matrix (15) of considered electrical power system model has close to zero minimal singular values, i.e. the matrix is close to loss of its rank. This is the practical invariant zero «indicator» * .Thus, considered complex frequencies can be undertaken as electrical power system invariant zeros (20) .
From physical standpoint estimated invariant zeros match up modal forms (mode) of oscillations, on which «blocking» of analyzed electrical energy system is happens. This is reflected in the fact that, firstly, it is impossible to reestablish conditions of other 5 power plants, by the information from phasor measurement units (PMU), installed as was shown before on 20 power plants. Secondly, the sudden loss of efficiency of stabilizing PI and PID controls, which use the given signals of mode parameters monitoring system.
Conclusion
Invariant zeros directly connects with controllability and observability of dynamic system, including principle possibility of PI, PD and PID control law synthesis and realisation and servocontrol as well. Analysis of Invariant zeros of large dynamic systems, to which modern electrical power systems belong, comes across number of significant calculation difficulties, where calculation errors and calculation problems of zeros of generalized pencil matrices play a crucial role. Thus, new approaches to development of computing algorithms are needed.
The randomized squaring procedure is proposed in the report, allows calculating efficiently invariant zeros of dynamic system, given in descriptor form.
Invariant zeros can be matched up with modes of oscillations, on which «blocking» of analyzed electrical energy system is happens, that is reflected in the fact that, it is impossible to reestablish conditions by the information from synchronized phasor measurement units of electrical power system elements (loss of full observability) and due to the sudden loss of efficiency of stabilizing PI and PID controls, which use given signals for electrical power system stabilization (loss of full controllability).
